
 
TORN:  

 
Description: This is a prayer station that invites people to think and pray about              
the Kingdom values that are present in the political party they are not voting for.  
For people who already recognize Kingdom/Biblical values present on each side,           
this will give them an invitation to pray out of the torn emotions they're              
experiencing by needing to choose one side to vote for in this moment. For              
people who feel the other party is essentially godless, it will be an             
invitation/challenge to consider and acknowledge where God is present on the           
other side and then pray with Him there. Moving forward, this station could stage              
a further conversation around this topic that could grow empathy and           
understanding, decrease contempt and polarization, and hopefully foster more         
unity in the church as we mature together. 
 
Supplies: 

● Paper 
● Clear Tape 
● Pens 

 
 
Instructions: 
‘In what ways do you feel torn during this election?’  
 
‘Unfortunately, during an election we are forced to choose one side to vote for              
whether we fully agree with all the candidate or party represents or not, BUT our               
prayer DOES NOT have to be partisan. As followers of Jesus we are citizens of               
God’s Kingdom first, and Biblical values of God’s Kingdom are uniquely present            
on both sides of the political spectrum. This leaves many of us Kingdom-minded             
followers of Jesus feeling torn because we don’t want to abandon the Biblical             
values of the other side when we participate in an election.  
Take a moment to think about which Kingdom values have led you to vote for the                
side you’ve chosen to vote for, and then think about the kingdom values             
REPRESENTED ON THE OTHER SIDE that God cares deeply about and you            
wish you could also be voting for. 
 
 



Instructions: Take a piece of paper and tear it in half. Write down the Kingdom               
values of the side you’re voting for on one piece, and write the Kingdom values               
represented on the other side that you can’t also vote for. We say that our hope                
is not in political authorities or policies but in God, so let’s spend our energy               
interceding alongside Jesus before the throne of the King of kings and President             
of presidents.  
 
Spend some time now praying and asking God to move powerfully in bringing             
about fruit in our nation for the value(s) represented in BOTH PARTIES,            
petitioning God for His kingdom purposes in those issues to be accomplished            
regardless of which candidate is the POTUS. 
 
You might also quiet your heart and ask Jesus to show you some tangible,              
non-political action you can take toward partnering with him in the areas that are              
most weighty on your heart (e.g., volunteer with an organization working in the             
front lines or donate your money to one). Thank God that His kingdom being              
established on earth cannot be ultimately thwarted by the political party you didn’t             
vote for having a position of authority, but that in His name you are still FREE                
and EMPOWERED to partner with him in championing what matters to Him.  
 
After you’ve prayed, tape the two pieces together (with clear scotch tape) and             
stick it to the board/wall, knowing that your prayers and actions as a             
son/daughter in Jesus Kingdom can be more powerful and more nuanced than            
your vote.’ 
 
 
(we also wondered about inviting them to take some sort of action to support the               
values that they can’t vote for) 
 


